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Abstract:
ORIENT is a general bundle adjustment program /3/. The sparse
normal equation (NEQ) solution of ORIENT is presented. The
Cholesky method is used. Singularities are
and removed
during
solution. The normal equations as well
as
the
observation equations are organized by grid-shaped partitions
which contain merely non-zero submatrices. Therefore, paging
can be done especially suited for the equation solution
algorithm, and this is more efficient than paging by a virtual
operating system. Moreover, equations of any number of unknowns
may be solved, even on non virtual operating systems, an
important fact especially for PC's. Additionally, algorithms
are presented
computation of
accuracy of unknowns
and for inner and outer reliability information.
1. The Hierarchical Structure of the Equations
As you will see
, the NEQs are produced and solved
intermixed. Moreover, the structure of NEQs and observation
equations (OEQs) is very similar. So we will start describing
the structure of the OEQs.
Each observed point causes one, two or three OEQs. A photo
point e.g. causes two of them, one for image x-coordinate and
one for image y-coordinatei a model point causes three OEQs, a
GESTALT-point
(surface, curve) causes one or two
OEQs,
respectively. Each unknown that appears in an observation
equation causes - in general - a non zero
number in the
design matrix. When, e.g., the projection center for a photo is
unknown, in each of the two photo equations three non zero real
numbers are caused (because of the three object coordinates of
the projection center). The observed photo point and the
unknown projection center together cause a matrix of non zero
real numbers in
design matrix (in our example a matrix of
two rows and three columns). In general, the unknowns can be
grouped into points, e.g. the object points or the "rotation
point" containing the three rotation angles required for
transformation formula (e.g. the rotation angles of a photo as
part of outer orientation). The unknowns within an unknown
point are placed subsequently in the unknown vector. So each
observed point causes, in connection with an unknown point
appearing in
s equation,
non zero real numbers
in the design matrix. Let's
these matrices "subrnatrices"
(SMs) .
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the partitioning grid has been determined, the OEQs are
zed
Usually, the actual number of SMs in a partition
be very much smaller than in the worst case.
SOl
very
a set of some partitions instead of only one can be
stored in one block.
2.

Now we will describe how the NEQs are computed and solved. At
first,
a summary of Cholesky's method operating at the scalar
level is presented. Let v ==
the OEQs, Nx == ATI the NEQs
(when an OEQ is computed, it will be multiplied by the
squareroot of the observation's weight
So we ~et sim~ly
Nx = ATAx == ATl instead of the usual form Nx = A PAx = A PI
with the weight matrix P)
The element Nij (for i :S j since N is symmetric and we need
only the upper triangular part of it) is the scalar product of
columns i
and j
of the A matrix.
Let's this call
accumulation. So
N matrix can be computed.
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ORIENT uses this algorithm with two refinements:
a) The algorithm is done hierarchically, top down
starting on the partition level down to
8M level
and down to
scalar level.
b) Accumulation and decumulation are done intermixed.
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For
operations with partitions
with 8Ms we have
to use matrix algebra.
each
to be
computed, Cholesky's algorithm is
on 8M level; and
within each 8M to be computed Cholesky's algorithm is
used on scalar level. The product of two non zero 8Ms
causes always a non zero output 8M.
product of two
non zero partitions can cause a non zero output
partition, but does not
to (non zero partitions
may be orthogonal).
on 8M
are
two

as
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output partition for accumulation and decumulation must
be provided in the computer's memory at the same time.
The required input partitions are loaded from external
storage (usually from disk) into memory and then the
output partition will be computed. As soon as the
output partitions fill a block, this block will be
written to disk.
ad b)

As soon as the accumulation for one partition is
completed, we have already all information needed for
the decumulation and so it will be performed at this
instance. Then the next partition will be accumulated
and then decumulated. Doing so, programming becomes
easier, because the structure of the R matrix can be
computed sequentially. Otherwise, when the accumulation
of N would be performed completely before decumulation
starts, we would get the socalled fill-in problem:
fill-in
partitions,
which are
generated
during
decumulation had to be included into an existing
structure.

3. The Singularity Problem
Next,
detecting
described.

and

removing

of

singularities

will

be

During factorization, it is possible that a diagonal element of
scalar level becomes zero (mathematical or true singularity) or
nearly zero
(numerical singularity). Then,
the respective
unknown is not computable uniquely. We say it is singular (to
avoid numerical problems, the definition of a singularity in
ORIENT is:
i-I 2
N .. - ~ Rk"
II
k=l l
< E,
N ..

II

is chosen usually 10- 6 for single precision arithmetic on
32 bit real words; this formula is selfscaling, avoiding
problems with the estimation of size and dimension of the
equation system's coefficients).
E

A reason for a true singularity could be
(e.g.) a spatial
intersection, where a point is observed in only one photo. The
singularities are reported, protocolled, and removed during
factorization. For this purpose, a new observation equation is
generated, which observes the unknown directly with its current
value (v = x).
This equation has no consequences for the
structure of the matrix just being factorized.
This equation
gets a great dummy weight and so the singular unknown can be
computed; its value after adjustment remains mostly unchanged.
So the NEQs can be solved even if singularities exist.
4.

Ordering Problem

The ordering of the unknown vector is very important for the
amount of CPU- and IO-time doing the following factorization of
NEQs
the Cholesky algorithm. There exist many algorithms
which reorder the unknowns in such a manner that fill in will
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be minimized /1/. But reordering also consumes a lot of CPUand IO-time, so we have to look for a compromise. We will test
some of these algorithms in the future. At this time ORIENT
uses always the same predefined order of unknowns. The greatest
part of the unknowns is constituted by the object points,
in
general. When they are placed at the beginning of the unknown
vector, the respective part of the NEQs becomes block diagonal
(on SM level);
so,
they can be factorized very quickly.
Otherwise many fill-in occurs. So the order is: object points,
then projection centers and origins of local coordinate systems
(e.g.
polar observations), then all other
transformation
parameters
(inner orientation is placed at the end,
because
this kind of unknowns connects many other unknowns /2/).
5. Error Calculation, Inner-, and Outer Reliability
As an adjustment's result, not only the unknowns are requested;
moreover we might need information about
the accuracy of the unknowns (given in the Qxx matrix)
the
accuracy of the discrepancies
(as given by
the
redundancy numbers contained in the Qvv matrix) needed to do
data snooping (searching for gross errors).
For both questions, we generally need merely the diagonal
elements or some elements nearby the diagonal of the Qxx- resp.
Qvv-matrix. The Qxx-matrix is defined as inverted NEQ-matrix:
Q
= N- 1
xx
The inverted NEQ-matrix is also of great importance for the
Qvv-matrix:
Q
= I - A • N- 1 • AT

vv

Remark: We may use the simple form of the Qvv-matrix based upon
the identity matrix I instead of the inverted weight matrix
Qll = p-l because we have taken P already into account setting
up normalized OEQs.
The
inverted normal equation matrix is
very
important
mathematically but not computationally: we do not need to compute it explicitly answering the above questions - we can
compute any arbitrarily chosen set of diagonal SMs of Qxx
respective Qvv based upon the Cholesky factor R:
-1

= R- 1 • RT
Q
xx
-1
1
= I - AR• RT
AT
Q
vv

=: BT • B

T
=: I - C • C

Knowing
that Cholesky's factorization
(=
decompositio~i
algorithm does nothing else than premultiplication of N by RT
-1

RT

• N

=

-1

RT

• RT R

=

R

giving the Cholesky factor R, we may apply it to
ATI to get g = RT-l • ATl
(as intermediate result on the way to x)
to get B = RT-l
I
1
AT
• AT.
to get C = RT -
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The partitioned Cholesky algorithm yields matrices Band C
partitioned in the same way. The matrices I and AT have to be
submitted to the algorithm suitably partitioned, also. Whenever
subsets (regarding the columns) of I and AT are submitted, the
correspondingly decomposed columns are returned. Then, merely
the diagonal SMs of the products BT • Band CT • C have to be
computed to evaluate the interesting SMs of Qxx and Qvv.
Since
merely columns (on the SM- resp. partition-level) of Band C
are
needed,
these column by column products are
built
(
) interleaved with the decomposition process, again
(c.f. the accumulation of N). This has the advantage that Band
C need not to be stored in total - a scratch area
for one
column of partitions suffices.
Us
factorization, we can compute all interesting
8Ms
the Qxx- and Qvv-matrix without inverting N explicitly
saving a lot of storage and computing time.
The
Is how

reliability /4, 5/ is defined as that magnitude which
an observation error

must be to be found by a statistical test using normalized
residuals with a certain probability (93%). Its value may be
computed directly from the redundancy numbers taken from the
diagonal of the Qvv-matrix as obtained above.
outer
/4, 5/ tells the worst case effect of
observation error E(IAII )rel which was evenly not detected
by a certain probability (7%), onto the unknowns. We have here
no room to discuss
whole problem in detail, so we restrict
onto
computational aspect, only.
The

observation error Ali has the effect AXi onto each
unknowns:
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If we
matrix C computing our Qvv-matrix, we need now
to scale its columns by the values of inner reliability (since
.6.L is
then to do backward substitution using R
the NEQ's solution) for each of C's
(as we
If

we

the who
the

C
values

, we may
of inner

reliability and proceed
computation of Qvv.

as

outlined

above

discussing

Effectively, we need the rowwise absolute maxima of the
which may be gathered in one vector.

the

matrix

~x

There is no need to stress the fact that the computational
fort is huge compared to "simple" NEQ solution; but we must
stress the fact that the outlined algorithm is also workable on
partitioned matrices saving sparsity to a high
, and
again we must stress the central role of the partitioned
Cholesky R-factor which needs not be inverted explicitly due to
its triangular shape.

Table. of abbreviations:
NEQ
OEQ
SM
CPU
10

Normal Equation
Observation Equation
SubMatrix
Central Processing Unit
Input/Output
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